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Twokinds of axes are described as achromatic in the vision science literature: those of Le Grand and Ivanoff,
originally proposed in the 1940s, and those of Thibos and Bradley proposed in the 1990s. Thibos–Bradley
axes are based on chief nodal rays, that is, nodal rays that intersect the pupil at its center. By contrast Le
Grand–Ivanoff achromatic axes are pupil independent. The purpose of this paper is to develop the linear
optics of Thibos–Bradley achromatic axes and to examine the sense in which such axes can be said to be
achromatic. Linear optics is used to deﬁne the chief nodal ray of an arbitrary optical system whose
refracting elements may be heterocentric and astigmatic and with nonaligned principal meridians. The
incident segment of the ray then deﬁnes what is called here the incident chief nodal axis and the emergent
segment the emergent chief nodal axis. When applied to an eye they become the external and retinal chief
nodal axes of the eye. The axes are inﬁnite straight lines. Equations are derived, in terms of the properties of
the eye, for the inclination and transverse positions of both axes at incidence onto the eye. An equation is
also derived for the position of the retinal chief nodal axis at the retina. The locations of the axes are
calculated for a particular model eye in Appendix A. The equations are specialized for the system
consisting of an eye and a pinhole in front of it. For a reduced eye the external and retinal chief nodal axes
coincide and are independent of the frequency of light; and, hence, the Thibos–Bradley axes are strictly
achromatic for that eye. However for more complicated eyes this is not usually the case; the external
and retinal axes are usually distinct, dependent on frequency, and, hence, not strictly achromatic. It seems
appropriate, therefore, to reserve the term achromatic axis for axes of the Le Grand–Ivanoff type and
generalizations thereof, and to call Thibos–Bradley axes chief nodal axes.
 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
There are three classes of concepts called achromatic axes in the
literature: the achromatic axis of color space (Beer & MacLeod,
2000; Cohen, 2001), the achromatic axis introduced by Le Grand
and Ivanoff in the 1940s (Ivanoff, 1946, 1953), and the achromatic
axis introduced by Thibos and Bradley in the 1990s (Bradley & Thi-
bos, 1995; Thibos & Bradley, 1999; Thibos, Bradley, & Zhang, 1991;
Thibos et al., 1990; Thibos et al., 1992; Woods, Bradley, & Atchison,
1996). The ﬁrst bears no obvious relationship to the other two and
will be of no further concern in this paper. A ray incident onto an
optical system as a polychromatic segment usually emerges dis-
persed; emergent segments of different frequencies emerge at dif-
ferent points and in different directions although the differences
may be small. Exceptionally, however, it may be that the emergent
segments emerge at the same point, that is, without positional dis-
persion. Then the straight line, inﬁnite in both forward and back-
ward senses, that contains the incident polychromatic segmentll rights reserved.(strictly a dichromatic segment) is a Le Grand–Ivanoff achromatic
axis of the system. It, and generalizations of it, are treated else-
where (Harris, 2012).
Although the Le Grand–Ivanoff achromatic axis provided inspi-
ration for the Thibos–Bradley concept the two are not simply re-
lated. The Thibos–Bradley achromatic axis is a chief nodal axis.
The purpose of this paper is to develop the linear optics of such
axes in systems, like the eye, that may be heterocentric and astig-
matic. We also examine the sense in which the Thibos–Bradley
axes may be said to be achromatic.
We begin with the concept of the chief nodal ray and use linear
optics to derive equations that govern it. We follow broadly the
methods and symbolism used before (Harris, 2010a, 2012). The
chief nodal ray is used to deﬁne the incident and emergent chief
nodal axes of an optical system. When applied to the visual optical
system of the eye we refer to them as the external and retinal chief
nodal axes. Equations are derived for the location of these axes,
including the transverse position of the external and retinal chief
nodal axes at incidence onto the system, the transverse position
of the retinal chief nodal axis at the retina, and the inclination of
the axes. Usually these concepts depend on the frequency of the
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cases, including the reduced eye, are brieﬂy described. A pinhole
in front of the eye is sometimes said to shift the Thibos–Bradley
achromatic axis (Thibos et al., 1990, 1992); the equations for chief
nodal axes are, therefore, specialized for the pinhole-eye system.2. Chief nodal axes
Consider an optical system. Although we shall think of the opti-
cal system as the visual optical system of the eye the analysis ap-
plies to systems in general including a compound system of eye
and lens or other optical device in front of the eye. Fig. 1 is a sche-
matic representation of the visual optical system of an eye. Z, the
longitudinal axis, is a reference axis relative to which transverse
position y and inclination a are measured. It is directed in the gen-
eral direction of the light and deﬁnes the positive longitudinal
sense through the system. The system is from transverse plane
T0, immediately in front of the tear ﬁlm on the cornea, to trans-
verse plane T, immediately anterior to the retina. The system has
length z. The only structure of the eye shown explicitly in Fig. 1
is the iris (grey); it partitions the eye into an anterior portion A
and a posterior portion B. We assume that, for light of a particular
frequency, the medium immediately anterior to T0 has a uniform
index of refraction n0 and the medium immediately posterior to
T a uniform index n.
Consider a ray traversing the system.We distinguish the incident
and emergent segments of the ray. In the case of an eye it seems
appropriate to refer to them as the external and retinal segments
respectively. If the external and retinal segments of the ray are par-
allel the ray is anodal ray, the topicof anearlierpaper (Harris, 2010a).
If the ray intersects the center of the pupil then it is a chief ray.
Bradley and Thibos (1995) stress the importance for the eye of
the chief nodal ray, that is, the ray that is both a chief ray and a no-
dal ray. Three segments of a chief nodal ray are shown by means of
solid arrows in Fig. 1: the ﬁrst, external to the eye and labeled CN,
is incident onto the eye; the second contains the center of the pu-
pil, and the third emerges from the optical system as such and is
incident onto the retina. Consider the inﬁnite straight line contain-
ing the external (incident) segment of the chief nodal ray and with
positive sense deﬁned by the direction of the segment. It is what
we shall call the incident chief nodal axis of the system or the exter-
nal chief nodal axis in the case of the eye. In Fig. 1 it is labeled ECN.
Similarly the inﬁnite directed straight line deﬁned by the emergent
segment is the emergent or retinal chief nodal axis (RCN). Because
they are based on a nodal ray the two axes are parallel.A
CNECN
RCN
1Y
2Y
0RCNy
0ECNy
0n
0T
Py
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the chief nodal axes of an eye for a particular freque
front of the tear ﬁlm on the cornea. The exit plane T is immediately in front of the retina.
of the chief nodal ray are shown: at incidence (the solid line with arrowhead and labeled
directed straight line containing the incident segment of the chief nodal ray; it intersects
axis (RCN) is the inﬁnite directed straight line containing the retinal segment; it interse
position yP. The anterior portion (A) of the eye is from T0 to the iris and the posterior pIt is the external and retinal chief nodal axes which Thibos and
coworkers term achromatic axes in the case of the eye (Bradley &
Thibos, 1995; Thibos & Bradley, 1999; Thibos et al., 1990). We shall
need to examine in what sense, if any, the axes are achromatic.
Wenotehere that reversing the chief nodal ray converts an emer-
gent chief nodal axis into an incident chief nodal axis and vice versa.
The external chief nodal axis intersects transverse planes T0 and
T in points with transverse positions represented by y0ECN and yECN
respectively, and the retinal chief nodal axis has intersections y0RCN
and yRCN respectively. The four vectors are shown by means of ar-
rows in Fig. 1. They are represented here as 2  1 matrices whose
entries are components with respect to transverse axes Y1 and Y2
which we may take to be horizontal and vertical respectively. Be-
cause the intersections of the axes with the retina are not normally
readily accessible it is convenient to deﬁne the inclinations. Thus
a0ECN ¼ yECN  y0ECNð Þ=z ð1Þ
is the incident inclination of the external chief nodal axis. We stack
the two 2  1 matrices y0ECN and a0ECN to deﬁne the 4  1 matrix
x0ECN ¼
y0ECN
a0ECN
 
: ð2Þ
x0ECN deﬁnes the external chief nodal axis completely at incidence
onto the eye. We shall call it the incident location of the external
chief nodal axis. Omission of subscript 0 throughout Eq. (2) deﬁnes
the retinal location xECN of the external chief nodal axis. Replace-
ment of E by R deﬁnes x0RCN and xRCN, the incident and retinal loca-
tions respectively of the retinal chief nodal axis. Because
a0ECN = aECN = a0RCN = aRCN there is redundancy in the use of sub-
scripts on a which we tolerate in order to retain consistency in
the notations among a, y and x.
In order to obtain expressions for the locations of the chief no-
dal axes we consider the chief nodal ray. It has transverse position
y0CN and inclination a0CN at incidence onto the eye and transverse
position yCN and inclination aCN at the retina. Because it is a nodal
ray a0CN = aCN. From linear optics across the eye we have
Ay0CN þ Ba0CNn0 þ e ¼ yCN ð3Þ
and
Cy0CN þ Da0CNn0 þ p ¼ aCNn: ð4Þ
These are Eqs. (7) and (8) of the previous paper (Harris, 2012) ap-
plied to the chief nodal ray in particular. A, B, C, and D are the
2  2 fundamental properties of the eye and e and p the 2  1z
B
Z
ECN
RCN
RCNy
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T
n
ncy. Z is a longitudinal axis. T0 is the entrance plane of the eye; it is immediately in
None of the structures of the eye is shown except for the iris (grey). Three segments
CN), in the pupil, and at the retina. The external chief nodal axis (ECN) is the inﬁnite
T0 and T at transverse positions y0ECN and yECN respectively. The retinal chief nodal
cts T0 and T in y0RCN and yRCN respectively. The center of the pupil has transverse
ortion (B) is from the iris to T.
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positions instead of transverse positions.
Let yP represent the transverse position of the center of the pu-
pil. Eq. (3), written across the anterior portion of the eye, is
AAy0CN þ BAa0CNn0 þ eA ¼ y

P: ð5Þ
Subscript A denotes a property of the anterior portion of the eye.
The indices of refraction are functions of the frequency of light.
The same is true of the fundamental properties (Evans & Harris,
2011). Strictly, then, these equations hold for some as yet unspec-
iﬁed frequency.
Eqs. (3)–(5) apply to the chief nodal ray. Applying the deﬁni-
tions of chief nodal axes we next convert these equations to equa-
tions governing the axes.
3. External chief nodal axis
From Eqs. (5) and (4) we obtain equations governing the exter-
nal chief nodal axis:
AAy0ECN þ BAa0ECNn0 ¼ y

P  eA ð6Þ
and
Cy0ECN þ ðDn0  InÞa0ECN ¼ p: ð7Þ
I is the 2  2 identity matrix. Eqs. (6) and (7) represent a pair of
simultaneous equations in the incident (subscript 0) position
y0ECN and inclination a0ECN of the external (subscript E) chief nodal
axis (subscript CN). The pair can be reduced to the single linear
equation
G0ECNx0ECN ¼ d0ECN ð8Þ
in the incident location x0ECN deﬁned by Eq. (2). Here
G0ECN ¼
AA BAn0
C Dn0  In
 
ð9Þ
4  4 and
d0ECN ¼
yP  eA
p
 
ð10Þ
4  1 are two properties of the eye of relevance for the external
chief nodal axis. We note that the top block-row of coefﬁcient ma-
trix G0ECN is a property of the anterior portion and the bottom
block-row a property of the eye as a whole. The same is true of vec-
tor d0ECN.
Eq. (8) is yet another equation of the form of Eq. (1) of the pre-
vious paper (Harris, 2012), a standard equation in linear algebra.
We are interested in solutions for x0ECN. Depending on G0ECN and
d0ECN there may be no solution, a single solution, or an inﬁnity of
solutions. The previous paper (Harris, 2012) presents all solutions
and treats existence and uniqueness of solutions. More particularly
we are interested in paraxial solutions, that is those solutions for
which both y0ECN and a0ECN are small. We make no attempt to de-
ﬁne ‘small’ beyond saying that it depends on the application and
that y0ECN and a0ECN of magnitudes more than a few millimeters
and tenths of radians respectively are probably not meaningful in
the case of the eye.
In exceptional cases G0ECN is singular. Usually one can expect
G0ECN to be nonsingular; in that case there is the unique solution
x0ECN ¼ G10ECNd0ECN: ð11Þ
If this solution is paraxial then it represents the external chief nodal
axis of the eye and it does so by specifying the transverse position
and inclination of the axis at incidence onto the cornea.
The solutions to Eq. (8), described elsewhere (Harris, 2012), are
exhaustive and hold for all optical systems in linear optics. In orderto gain more insight one can go back to Eqs. (6) and (7) and at-
tempt to solve them for the two unknown vectors y0ECN and
a0ECN. One way is to begin with
y0ECN ¼ C1ðIn Dn0Þa0ECN  C1p; ð12Þ
obtained from Eq. (7), substitute into Eq. (6), and so on, the result
being
y0ECN¼ðAABAðD In=n0Þ1CÞ1ðy

PþAAC1peAÞC1p ð13Þ
and
a0ECN ¼ ðBA  AAC1ðD In=n0ÞÞ1ðyP þ AAC1p eAÞ=n0: ð14Þ
But these equations are of limited validity; they hold only when the
indicated inverses exist. Because it is a function of the eye to con-
verge light it is hard to imagine an eye for which the convergence
C is singular. It seems safe to say, therefore, that Eq. (12) does hold
for eyes. (It fails for afocal systems.) One can be less sure of Eqs. (13)
and (14).
4. Retinal chief nodal axis
We now take advantage of the fact that the retinal chief nodal
axis is the incident chief nodal axis of the reversed system.
Whereas above we worked across the whole eye (Eq. (4)) and the
anterior portion of the eye (subscript A) (Eq. (5)) we now work
across the whole eye and the back portion of the eye (subscript
B) but we do so backwards as it were. This involves the inverse
of the ray transference (Harris, 2010b) and the matrix transpose
of the fundamental properties (superscript T). Instead of Eqs. (6)
and (7) we obtain the pair of simultaneous equations
DTByRCN  BTBaRCNn ¼ y

P þ DTBeB  BTBpB ð15Þ
and
CTyRCN þ ðIn0  ATnÞaRCN ¼ CTe ATp ð16Þ
in the transverse position yRCN and inclination aRCN at emergence
from the system or at the retina in the case of the eye.
Combining Eqs. (15) and (16) into a single equation we obtain
Eq. (8) but with subscript 0E replaced by R throughout where
GRCN ¼
DB C
BBn In0  An
 T
ð17Þ
and
dRCN ¼
yP þ DTBeB  BTBpB
CTe ATp
 !
: ð18Þ
These two matrices have properties of the back of the eye in the top
two rows and properties of the whole eye again in the bottom two
rows.Corresponding to Eq. (12) we have
yRCN ¼ CTðATn In0ÞaRCN þ e CTATp: ð19Þ
Substituting into Eq. (15) and solving we ﬁnd that
yRCN ¼ CT ATn In0
 
DTBC
TðATn In0Þ  BTBn
 1
y

P þ DTB eB  eþ CTATp
 
 BTBpB
 
þ e CTATp ð20Þ
and
aRCN¼ DTBCTðATn In0ÞBTBn
 1
y

PþDTB eBeþCTATp
 
BTBpB
 
:
ð21Þ
Again Eqs. (19)–(21) hold provided the indicated inverses exist
whereas Eq. (8), but written for the retinal chief nodal axis at the
retina, holds for all systems.
Table 1
Red and blue properties of the model eye and locations of the external and retinal chief nodal axes in millimeters, kilodiopters, and no units as appropriate.
Red Blue
Rows 1 and 2 of TA 0:8066 0:0008 3:3717 0:0003 0:0708
0:0008 0:8396 0:0003 3:3701 0:0703
 
0:8035 0:0008 3:3538 0:0003 0:0719
0:0008 0:8370 0:0003 3:3522 0:0712
 
Columns 3–5 of rows 1–4 of TB 14:3494 0:0352 0:0341
0:0352 14:2654 0:1496
0:9609 0:0029 0:0015
0:0029 0:9539 0:0105
0
BB@
1
CCA
14:2684 0:0357 0:0340
0:0357 14:1834 0:1514
0:9602 0:0030 0:0015
0:0030 0:9530 0:0107
0
BB@
1
CCA
G0ECN 0:8066 0:0008 3:3717 0:0003
0:0008 0:8396 0:0003 3:3701
0:0811 0:0014 0:4815 0:0100
0:0013 0:0723 0:0100 0:4878
0
BB@
1
CCA
0:8035 0:0008 3:3538 0:0003
0:0008 0:8370 0:0003 3:3522
0:0826 0:0014 0:4902 0:0102
0:0013 0:0737 0:0101 0:4967
0
BB@
1
CCA
G0RCN 0:9609 0:0029 4:4033 0:0250
0:0029 0:9539 0:0250 4:3438
0:0811 0:0013 0:4912 0:0095
0:0014 0:0723 0:0103 0:5031
0
BB@
1
CCA
0:9602 0:0030 4:4016 0:0254
0:0030 0:9530 0:0254 4:3410
0:0826 0:0013 0:5004 0:0097
0:0014 0:0737 0:0105 0:5127
0
BB@
1
CCA
GRCN 0:9609 0:0029 19:1376 0:0470
0:0029 0:9539 0:0470 19:0256
0:0811 0:0013 1:4958 0:0226
0:0014 0:0723 0:0245 1:2683
0
BB@
1
CCA
0:9602 0:0030 19:1221 0:0478
0:0030 0:9530 0:0478 19:0081
0:0826 0:0013 1:5245 0:0229
0:0014 0:0737 0:0249 1:2928
0
BB@
1
CCA
d0ECN 0:4292
0:0703
0:0165
0:0076
0
BB@
1
CCA
0:4281
0:0712
0:0168
0:0077
0
BB@
1
CCA
d0RCN = dRCN 0:4882
0:0071
0:0187
0:0124
0
BB@
1
CCA
0:4880
0:0072
0:0191
0:0127
0
BB@
1
CCA
y0ECN 1:3086
0:3555
  1:3088
0:3568
 
y0RCN 1:3589
0:3016
  1:3600
0:3021
 
yRCN 3:1941
1:3644
 
3:1968
1:3674
 
a 0:1858
0:0680
 
0:1860
0:0681
 
Table 2
Chromatic difference of position and
inclination of the external and retinal
chief nodal axes of the model eye.
Dy0ECN ¼ 0:00020:0013
 
mm
Dy0RCN ¼ 0:00110:0006
 
mm
DyRCN ¼ 0:00270:0030
 
mm
Da ¼ 0:00020:0001
 
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y0RCN ¼ yRCN  zaRCN: ð22Þ
Replacing E by R in Eq. (8) we obtain an equation for x0RCN, the ret-
inal chief nodal ray at incidence, where it turns out that
G0RCN ¼
DB C
zDB  BBn zCþ In0  An
 T
ð23Þ
and
d0RCN ¼ dRCN: ð24Þ
G0RCN and GRCN have identical ﬁrst – block-columns.
These matrices, and the locations of chief nodal axes, are calcu-
lated for a particular but arbitrarily-selected four-surface hetero-
centric astigmatic model eye in Appendix A. Results are
tabulated in Table 1 for the frequencies corresponding to the wave-
lengths in vacuum of 656.3 and 486.1 nm, the light being termed
‘red’ and ‘blue’ respectively. Length units are millimeters and reci-
procal length units are kilodiopters.
5. Chromatic differences
Let us now distinguish what we may call the red and blue chief
nodal rays and axes. Following the notation used before (Harris,
2012) we introduce superscripts r and b to distinguish properties.
For example yr0ECN is the incident transverse position of the red
external chief nodal axis and ab0RCN is the incident inclination of
the blue retinal chief nodal axis. Although we have red and blue
light in mind ‘red’ and ‘blue’ and superscripts r and b are merely
convenient labels for distinguishing light of any two particular fre-
quencies mr and mb.We deﬁne
Dy0ECN ¼ yb0ECN  yr0ECN ð25Þ
and call it the chromatic difference of incident position of the exter-
nal chief nodal axis. It is with respect to frequencies mr and mb. Other
chromatic differences can be deﬁned similarly. Thus Dx0ECN is the
chromatic difference of the incident location of the external chief
nodal axis, of which Dy0ECN and Da0ECN are two components.
Some chromatic differences are calculated for the model eye in
Appendix A and displayed in Table 2. The differences are small but
may not be insigniﬁcant.6. Special cases
If the eye has dr0ECN ¼ o then xr0ECN ¼ o satisﬁes Eq. (8). In that
case the red external chief nodal axis of the eye coincides with lon-
gitudinal axis Z. However, because erA ¼ ebA and pr = pb may not be
true for the eye, we see from Eq. (10) that the blue external chief
nodal axis may not coincide with the red axis.
44 W.F. Harris / Vision Research 73 (2012) 40–45If all the refracting elements of the eye are centered on Z then the
longitudinal axis is what we may call a strong optical axis. It is what
is commonly referred to simply as the optical axis. (Most eyes do
not have strong optical axes; they may have what might be
called weak optical axes, the topic of an earlier paper (Harris,
2009).) For an eye with a strong optical axis erA ¼ ebA ¼ o, pr = pb = o,
and dr0ECN ¼ db0ECN ¼ y

P
o
 
. If the pupil is also centered on Z, that is,
yP ¼ o, then it follows from Eq. (11) that xr0ECN ¼ xb0ECN ¼ o which
implies that the red and blue external chief nodal axes and the
optical axis coincide. Furthermore Eq. (18) shows that the two
internal chief nodal axes also coincide with the optical axis.
If the longitudinal axis Z is a strong optical axis but the pupil is
decentered (yP–o) then the red and blue external and internal
chief nodal axes may all differ. In particular we see from Eq. (11)
that
Dx0ECN ¼ D G10ECN
  
d0ECN: ð26Þ
Brackets have been added to avoid any possible ambiguity.
7. Reduced eye
Consider a model eye with a single refracting surface (diver-
gence C) followed by a homogeneous medium with pupil at longi-
tudinal position zA relative to the refracting surface.
We choose longitudinal axis Z to be orthogonal to the refracting
surface. The pupil has longitudinal position zA relative to the
refracting surface and is decentered by yP. Then AA = I + CzA/n,
BA = IzA/n, eA = o, D = I, and p = o. Eqs. (9) and (10) become
G0ECN ¼
Iþ CzA=n IzAn0=n
C Iðn0  nÞ
 
ð27Þ
and
d0ECN ¼ y

P
o
 
: ð28Þ
The external chief nodal axis then has location x0ECN given by Eq.
(11). Because G0ECN depends on n and n0 it would appear at ﬁrst
sight that the red and blue external chief nodal axes of the eye
are different. Nevertheless numerical computation shows them in-
deed to be identical in every particular case.
That the external chief nodal axis is indeed achromatic in the case of
a reduced eye can be seen by writing Eqs. (6) and (7) for this case
and making use of C = K(n0  n) (Harris, 2012) where K (a symmet-
ric matrix) represents the curvature of the refracting surface. One
obtains
a0ECN ¼ Ky0ECN ð29Þ
and
ðI KzAÞy0ECN ¼ y

P: ð30Þ
Both n and n0 have fallen away and, with them, the dependence on
frequency. Eq. (30) is a linear equation in y0ECN with the unique
solution
y0ECN ¼ ðI KzAÞ1y

P ð31Þ
provided the inverse exists. (The inverse does not exist when a prin-
cipal center of curvature lies in the plane of the iris, an exceptional
case not considered here.) Calculation also shows that y0RCN = y0ECN.
Thus there is a unique chief nodal axis incident onto the eye with
transverse position given by Eq. (31) and inclination given by Eq.
(29), the external and retinal axes not being distinct; and the axis
is achromatic.8. Pinhole aperture in front of the eye
Suppose a pinhole is placed immediately in front of the eye with
transverse position yP. The anterior part A of the new system is
simply the identity system and the posterior part B is the whole
eye. Eq. (6) reduces to
y0ECN ¼ y

P ð32Þ
and, hence, Eq. (7) results in
ðDn0  InÞa0ECN ¼ ðpþ Cy

PÞ ð33Þ
or
a0ECN ¼ ðDn0  InÞ1ðpþ Cy

PÞ ð34Þ
provided the inverse exists. Thus Eqs. (32) and (34) locate the exter-
nal chief nodal axis of the pinhole-eye system.
Equations for the retinal chief nodal axis of the pinhole-eye sys-
tem can be obtained simply by dropping subscript B from equa-
tions above.
Rather than shifting the axes of the eye the pinhole effectively se-
lects a particular nodal ray of the eye, the nodal raywith incident po-
sition yP. It deﬁnes a corresponding external nodal axis and a
corresponding retinal nodal axis, the inﬁnite straight lines contain-
ing the incident and retinal segments, respectively, of the nodal ray.
The external nodal axis is positionally achromatic at incidence (Eq.
(32)) but usually not inclinationally achromatic. The retinal nodal
axis is usually neither positionally nor inclinationally achromatic.
9. Concluding remarks
We have used linear optics here to obtain equations governing
chief nodal axes of optical systems in general and of the eye in par-
ticular. The systems may be heterocentric and astigmatic. There
are two axes, the incident and emergent chief nodal axes, which,
in the case of the visual optical system of the eye, we call the exter-
nal and retinal chief nodal axes. In view of the retina’s inherent
optical axis (Bradley & Thibos, 1995) it seems to be important to
stress the distinction between the external and the retinal chief no-
dal axes as we have done in this paper.
As we have seen, with some exceptions, the position and incli-
nation of these axes depend on the frequency of the light although
for the numerical example treated in Appendix A the dependence
is weak. Chief nodal axes are, therefore, not strictly achromatic.
The exceptions include systems with strong optical axes whose pu-
pils are centered on the optical axis; the external and retinal chief
nodal axes coincide with each other and the optical axis. Strict ach-
romaticity is usually lost if either the pupil is decentered or the
optical axis is weak. A normal to the refracting surface of a reduced
eye that intersects the center of the pupil is a strong optical axis
and both an external and a retinal chief nodal axis. Because it is
not strictly and generally achromatic it seems appropriate to drop
the adjective ‘achromatic’ in the case of Thibos–Bradley axes and
reserve it for axes of the Le Grand–Ivanoff type and generalizations
thereof (Harris, 2012).
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Appendix A
The equations here are applied to the model eye described be-
fore (Harris, 2012). The eye has four separated and tilted astigmatic
W.F. Harris / Vision Research 73 (2012) 40–45 45refracting surfaces whose principal meridians are not aligned but is
otherwise chosen arbitrarily. Its red and blue transferences were
determined before (Harris, 2012). In addition we suppose the cen-
ter of the pupil to be located 0.5 mm to the left of the longitudinal
axis Z. That is, yP ¼
0:5
0
 
mm.
The results are tabulated in Tables 1 and 2. Only those subma-
trices of the red and blue transferences of the anterior and poster-
ior portions of the eye needed for the subsequent calculation are
displayed in Table 1. Coefﬁcient matrices G0ECN, G0RCN, and GRCN
were calculated by means of Eqs. (9), (23), and (17) respectively,
and vectors d0ECN, d0RCN and dRCN by means of Eqs. (10), (24), and
(18). The incident locations x0ECN of the red and blue external chief
nodal axes were obtained via Eq. (11) and the incident x0RCN and
retinal xRCN locations of the retinal chief nodal axes were calcu-
lated similarly. The incident transverse positions y0ECN and y0RCN,
retinal transverse position yRCN, and the inclinations a of the axes
are displayed in Table 1. The properties are in millimeters,
kilodiopters, and no units as appropriate. The calculated chromatic
differences (deﬁned by Eq. (25)) of transverse position and inclina-
tion of the chief nodal axes are presented in Table 2.
From Table 1 we see that linear optics tells us that the external
and retinal chief nodal axes have horizontal and vertical compo-
nents of inclination of 0.1858 and 0.0680 (radians) respectively.
In other words if one faces the subject they would slope to the right
at about 10.6 and up at about 3.9 relative to longitudinal axis Z.
The external axes enter the eye at a point about 1.31 mm to the left
and about 0.36 mm below axis Z while the retinal axes enter at
about 1.36 mm to the left and 0.30 mm below Z. The chromatic
differences are small; the chromatic difference of transverse posi-
tion at incidence onto the eye being a little more than 1 lm and
the chromatic difference of inclination about 0.00022 equivalent
to about 0.014.
All of the coefﬁcient matrices are nonsingular. Hence there is a
unique solution in each case to the location of the chief nodal
axes of this eye. The solutions might be considered paraxialalthough the transverse positions at the retina of the red and blue
retinal chief nodal axes, with magnitudes about 3.5 mm, are a
little large.References
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